Metal curb

For industrial purposes, these curbs are fabricated of galvanized steel plate. The rectangular curbs are already provided with an insulative layer which may be asphalted. All the metal curbs can be obtained featuring burglar bars.

Reinforced polyester

For years glass fibre reinforced polyester has been the obvious material for use with any type of classic roof design.

Polyester curbs are stable, retain their shape and are hard-wearing. They are also strong enough to carry a variety of opening mechanisms.

Special executions

Skylux® also offers a polyester curb provided with a ventilator. The ideal curb for rooms where ventilation is most welcome: meeting rooms, garages, club rooms. Other special curbs can be obtained on request: north facing curb, corrugated sheet curb.

PVCu curb

A PVCu curb is the most economical way of mounting your skylight on the roof. The closed chamber construction of the curb (see picture page 14) offers good thermal stability and an excellent insulation value. PVCu curbs are extremely suited to install different opening systems.

For industrial purposes, these curbs are fabricated of galvanized steel plate. The rectangular curbs are already provided with an insulative layer which may be asphalted. All the metal curbs can be obtained featuring burglar bars.